NuZee Inc. (OTC:NUZE) Announces Partnership With
Whole Foods Market
San Diego, CA - Wednesday April 22nd, 2015 – NuZee Inc. (OTC:NUZE) is proud to
announce their first retail partnership with Whole Foods Market. They will be on-site at
the Olathe, Kansas store opening on April 22, 2015. Their product line Coffee Blenders
will be actively supporting the launch, performing product demos for consumers. The
goal of NuZee Inc., is to expand within Whole Foods Market (Rocky Mountain Region)
as the first “Functional Coffee” offered in their stores. Coffee Blenders will launch three
10-count single serve cup offerings including: Lean Cup, Relax Cup and Think Cup.
“We are excited to launch with such
an influential retail partner in Whole
Foods Market. We are honored to
offer our all-natural functional coffees
next to such a fantastic assortment of
premium coffees,” says Nick Rex,
CMO for Coffee Blenders. “We
believe our recyclable single-serve
cups fill several needs for consumers
who appreciate delicious coffee, that
is also convenient.”

Coffee Blenders® offers a unique set of coffees with health benefits:
Coffee Blenders® – Lean Cup™ is fortified with Svetol®, a safe, all-natural plant
extract of decaffeinated green coffee. Rich in active components that inhibit specific
enzymes and shut down the glucose pathway in the body, Svetol® is clinically proven to
burn fat and help with weight loss. http://www.coffeeblenders.com/products/leancup/
Coffee Blenders® – Think Cup™ contains Cereboost®, a safe, all-natural plant extract
derived from American Ginseng. Cereboost® is clinically proven to improve brain
function, especially in the cognitive areas of working memory and alertness.
http://www.coffeeblenders.com/products/thinkcup/
Coffee Blenders® – Relax Cup™ comes with L-Tea Active®, more commonly known
as L-Theanine, a non-protein amino acid found in green tea leaves. L-Tea Active® is
safe, all natural and clinically proven to induce relaxation without drowsiness while
improving mental clarity. http://www.coffeeblenders.com/products/relaxcup/

Lotus Cup™ - Nude Cup™ is a revolutionary gourmet pour-over brewing method from
Coffee Blenders. The Lotus Cup brewer creates a handcrafted coffee experience
anywhere, no machine needed, just hot water. “Nude” refers to the coffee being simply
gourmet-quality, organic and 100% Arabica. Conveniently versatile; use it at home, the
office, camping, or on any adventure! http://www.coffeeblenders.com/products/lotuscup/
Read about the clinically proven benefits: http://www.coffeeblenders.com/benefits/

About Coffee Blenders:
At Coffee Blenders, our mission is to provide high quality coffee with natural health
benefits. By cultivating the world’s choicest 100% Arabica beans and working with
experienced sommeliers – experts with a deep understanding of coffee origins, flavors
and compositions – we’re able to handcraft unique blends that appeal to both casual
coffee drinkers as well as people with more discerning palettes. Additionally, our slow
roasting process allows us to maintain the beans’ natural flavors while we incorporate
functional ingredients, creating coffees that are as delicious as they are beneficial. More
than experienced, passionate coffee makers, we’re social citizens. Based in San Diego,
California, NuZee, Inc. (OTC: NUZE) distributes products bearing its registered
trademark name and logo "Coffee Blenders" around the U.S., and remains committed to
using only all-natural, clinically supported ingredients that are directly sourced and fairly
traded. Our hope is that with every sip, you’ll taste the meticulous care and attention
that goes into every cup of Coffee Blenders.

For more information on Coffee Blenders visit: http://www.coffeeblenders.com
NuZee, Inc. does business in California as Coffee Blenders® (OTC: NUZE). Coffee
Blenders® is a registered trademark of NuZee, Inc. Whole Foods Market® is a
registered trademark of Whole Foods Market IP, L.P. Cereboost® and Svetol® are
registered trademarks of Naturex. L-Tea Active® is a registered trademark of Blue
California.

